
In the last two weeks, Eversource employees have 
reported six animal strikes with company vehicles 
(three deer and three turkeys). Last year at this time, 
there was only one; and for all of 2019, there were  
five total animal strikes reported.

How to Prevent a Collision with Wildlife

Safety First and Always
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Thank you for your commitment to Safety First and Always

Key Safety Contacts: CONN.: Zeke Dumas  413-834-5289   I  MASS.: Jon Duffy  339-987-7007 
GAS: Janet Evans  860-558-5075   I   N.H.: Chris Stock  603-930-4548

Weather Forecast for 4/23/20: Mostly sunny with temperatures in the low 50s across most of the Eversource 
service territory.

Key Safety Message: Watch for Animals in Road When Driving
With fewer cars on the road during the COVID-19 pandemic, wild animals are reclaiming roadways, so drivers 
need to remain vigilant. Animals that usually stay away from urban areas now have more space to roam. Read 
more below about how to minimize your risk of colliding with an animal in the roadway.
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Driving Tips for  
Avoiding Animals 

REMINDER: If you are not feeling well or a member of your household is sick, call your supervisor. 
After you’ve called your supervisor, call HRConnect at 800-841-8684.

• Be vigilant. Watch from side to side as you 
drive, especially in areas of low visibility or 
where shrubs or grasses are near the road.

• Watch for group behavior. Deer often 
travel in groups. If one deer crosses the road, 
slow down and watch for more to follow. 
Females travel together in winter and fawns 
follow their mothers in spring and summer.

• Be extra cautious in the spring and fall. 
In the spring (May to June), yearlings are 
seeking new territories. In the fall, bucks  
are on the move during rutting and  
hunting seasons.

• Be especially watchful at dusk and dawn, 
when deer tend to be more active.

• Use high beams at night to see farther 
ahead. Slow down and watch for the eye-
shine of deer near road edges.

• Try to drive straight and avoid swerving 
around wildlife. Brake firmly and blow your 
horn. Animals are easily confused. If you 
swerve, deer may run into the vehicle rather 
than away from it. Swerving could also cause 
you to drive into another vehicle or off the 
road into poles or fences.


